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FOREWORD 

This publication was prepared under contract 

by the UNITED STATES JOINT PUBLICATIONS RE- 

SEARCH SERVICE., a federal government organi- 

zation established to service the translation 

and research needs of the various government 

deaprtments. 
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■. \omymiBmsr 'tar comcis1.,. 

following is the translation of «a srtiole by la, B. 

2tl*darioh and Tsu B. Khariton entitled "Ob Gttnoa 

Sfcgntvt .loataktov8 C&ssglleh version above) la Sternal 

Skeperiffleatsl^oy i Teoretlcheskoy Fiaiki (Journal of 

■tfsrlswotal ana Theoretical Physios) Vol. 10, Ho« 12, 

1940, pp U22 — 3423 J 

tfhea alternating carrest flows; through the junction of two 

ooaataotars, there are t«o reasons causing the occurrence of «- do 

oojapoaeat of ©4ÄT*at& 

1) Säe theraal ®mf of the ocotaot, connected with the heating 

of ti» contact by Joule heat (teaf). 

I   2) Change in the resistance of the contact, connected with the 

release of Faltier heat at the point of contact. 

In the absence of te»f and $»ltier heat (which are connected 

by a veil known theraodynaa&o relation) no causes (such as the change 

in the ooataat resistance doe to liberation of Joule heat which Is &ik 



!   even fxuaotion of the current)  can yield a do component. 
! Let us show that the indicated second reason has the same 

order in the current as th« first.    The Joule heating, and conse- 

quently the temf, are proportional to the square of the current. 
j 

The liberation (or absorption) of Peltier heat is proportional   j 

to the current; the change in resistance due to the Bsltier heat j 

is also proportional to the current. The additional esif (we shall 

oall it pamf henceforth) is proportional to the product of the ! 

current by the change in the resistance, i.e., it is again proportion-^ 

al to the square of the current. It is essential that the pemf does 

not reverse its sign when the direction of the current changes. 

Let us note finally that pemf is essentially a fictitious emf, exis- j 

ting only to the extent that the main current exists. For bodies \ 

whose resistance increases with increasing temperature, the peaf has 

a sign opposite to the temf, 

Under the vary simple assumptions a) of low heating, b) of 

two metals of equal heat conduction *L , c) of equal specific 

resistance P proportional to the absolute temperature, d) symmetrical' 

one-dimensional problem with a specified temperature on a definite        j 
i 

distance /, and e) the possibility of calculating the heating in j 

accordance with the laws of the steady-state heat flow, an elementary 

calculation gives the heating due to Joule heat as 

*J "TST (1) 

% 



tam^r^.-Jjf-ft (2) 

(4) 

so that, finally integrating ftfoa - / to + /, we obtain 

I    f&t«P=~^/l=—iewf (5) 

The different expressions obtained for   öp and    £j as functions 

of the'coordinates are oonneeted with tue faot that the Peltier heat 

is liberated only at the point of contact, while the Joule heat is 

liberated along the entire oonduotor. 
v 

It is easy to see that in the case of a oontaot with an alloy 

that has a considerable resistance  . vith little dependence on the 

temperature, the pemf will be less in absolute value than the temf. 

In the case of a contact with a similar conductor! whose resistance 

diminishes rapidly vith increasing temperature, the pemf can be 

considerably greater than the temf, but their sign will be the same. 

We disregard here the examination of inherently rectifying effects, in 

the usual sense of the word. These effects, which do not reduce to a 

thermal action, give, for a oonstant coefficient of rectification, an 

Taking into account the thermodyaaaic expression for the Peltier 

coefficient, we obtain 

is the 
Hare x^Crunning) distance from the plane of the contact. According 

to proposition a)?* 



JL 
emf wJaichlFproportional to to« ^plitude^rthTäitornatlng 

current, whereas the temf and pemf considered here, as already 

;   indicated, are proportional to the square of the amplitude öf the 

current. 

Let us stop on assumption e) relative to the possibility of 

calculation by the laws of steady-state f.i«^ • 

?or this purpose it is necessary that the effect of distance 

J?:,from the contact to the region of the constant (specified) tempera- 

ture be less than the free propagation of heat during the time on 

the order of half a cycle of alternating current,^ 

^<f. • (6) 

where C is the bulk specific heat of the conductor. In the case Hä 
t 

investigated in detail by Holm (published in a series of articles in j 

the scientific communications of the Siemens Company) of poor contacts! 

and 50 cycle current, relation (6) is always satisfied. : 

To the contrary, in the case of a good contact (soldered) 

between two long wires with diameter 0.3 — 1 mm and 50 cycle current,: 

the Joule heat, which is of constant sign, la dissipated by heat    i 

| transfer by the lateral surface of the wires to the surrounding     j 

medium. Here we have 

* »*♦• V  4» tu 

where a is the coefficient of heat transfer, Nu is the Nusselt number; 

4 



the Peltier heat whioh pulsates with the current propagates in 

accordance with the laws of heat waves. A* a result, since (6) is 

not satisfied, we obtain instead of (5) 

P*-Wf < ***^ (7) 

In the case of sliding contacts, to be able to calculate the 

temperature field and the heating of the contact points due to the 

passage of current (Holm) er due to the liberation of the friction 

heat (Bowden and Ridler^ Proceedings Royal Society [k] 154, 640, 

1936), using formulas pertaining to the contact at rest, it is 

neoassary that the following condition be satisfied 

Pe=4c<l. (8) 

where Pe is the Peclet number; d is the decisive dimension of the 

contact. 

Finally, if condition a) is not satisfied, namely that the 

heating be small, there will appear, in addition to terms quadratic 

in the ourrent, also terms of higher order (fourth, sixth, etc.). 
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